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Hysteresis and scale in catchment storage, flow and transport
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Abstract:

The closure problem of representing hydrological boundary fluxes given the state of the system has been described as the
scientific ‘Holy Grail’ of hydrology. This relationship between storage state and flux should be hysteretic and scale dependent
because of the differences between velocities and celerities in a hydrological system—effectively velocities are storage
controlled, and celerities are controlled by storage deficits. To improve our understanding of the nature of these relationships a
new hydrology model is used (the Multiple Interacting Pathways or MIPs model) to explore the influence of catchment scale on
storage–flow–transport relationships, and their non-linearities. The MIPs model has been shown to produce acceptable
simulations of both flow and tracer, i.e. of both celerities and velocities, at the Gårdsjön catchment in Sweden. In this study the
model is used to simulate scaled versions of the Gårdsjön catchment to allow us for the first time to investigate the influence of
scale on the non-linearities in storage–flow–transport relationships, and help us steer the quest for the scientific hydrological
‘Holy Grail’. The simulations reveal the influence of scale on flow response in the nature of storage–discharge hysteresis and its
links with antecedent storage; fractal-like systematic change of mean output travel times with scale; the effect of scale on input,
output and storage residence time distributions; hysteric relations between storage and output travel times and links between
storage and water table level hysteresis. © 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Arguably, the greatest challenge of hydrological model-
ling remains getting the ‘right results for the right reasons’
(Kirchner, 2006). For too long, hydrological models that
attempt to reproduce the processes of catchment hydro-
logical response have been based on small-scale theory
simply assumed to apply at larger scales—an approach
that has been criticised at least since Beven (1989a).
Alternatives exist, such as the Representative Elemen-

tary Watershed (REW) approach of Reggiani et al. (1999,
2000; Reggiani and Schellekens, 2003; Reggiani and
Rientjes, 2005), which offers a scale-independent frame-
work. The REW framework discretises the catchment into
spatial elements termed REWs (which may be as large as
the whole catchment or as small as the smallest definable
area), for which a set of generalised conservation
equations of mass, momentum, energy and entropy are
defined. However, the REW approach raises the ‘closure
problem’ of formulating the boundary fluxes between
calculation elements given the state of the system
(Reggiani and Schellekens, 2003). To date, applications
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of the approach have not addressed the ‘closure problem’,
but rather simply assume that small-scale theory applies at
the REW scale.
Consideration of the physics of the processes involved

suggests that any such process representation should be
hysteretic and scale dependent as a result of the
differences between the celerities and velocities. This
still does not seem to be fully understood by many
hydrologists. Celerities or wave speeds represent the
speed with which a perturbation to the flow propagates
through the catchment to the outlet. Where that
perturbation is a rainfall event then the distribution of
celerities will control the shape of the hydrograph. The
distribution of pore water velocities, on the other hand,
will directly control the residence time and travel time
characteristics of a conservative tracer for that event.
While celerities and velocities are clearly related it is
important to understand that they are controlled by
different mechanisms. Velocities are controlled by the
pore size distribution and structure of the water filled pore
space. Celerities are controlled by the local changes in
storage associated with the effects of the perturbation.
Where the water table is responding, then the control is
the storage deficit that needs to be filled for the water
table to rise, or the deficit that is left when it falls.
Because this change of storage is often much less than the
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3605HYSTERESIS AND SCALE IN CATCHMENT STORAGE, FLOW AND TRANSPORT
porosity of the soil then celerities are often much faster
than the mean pore water velocity of the flow. For a more
detailed discussion, including the simplest kinematic
analysis, see Beven (1989b, 2006, 2012a Ch. 9) or
McDonnell and Beven (2014).
Hysteresis is where an output depends not only on the

current state of a system, but also on the input history
and storage trajectory in time. The boundary fluxes
required to close the mass/transport/energy balances will
be reliant not only on the current storage state, but the
history of wetting and drying, and as such can be
described as hysteretic. The degree of hysteresis (i.e. the
degree to which the storage varies between increasing
and decreasing flux trajectories) should be scale
dependent as the lags between pressure-wave celerities
and transport velocities become more apparent as the
scale increases. This scale dependence is important in
controlling the difference between hydrograph and
transport responses.
Nevertheless, there are very few modelling approaches

that take any explicit account of the differences between
celerities and velocities. Indeed, there are very few
modelling approaches that have been tested against both
flow and tracer responses, and those that have do not
always show the right types of responses for both without
modifications (e.g. Christophersen et al., 1985; Lindström
and Rodhe, 1986; de Grosbois et al., 1988; at Birkenes
and Page et al., 2007 at Plynlimon). Thus, one of the
ways of addressing the challenge of hydrological
modelling at the catchment scale is to test models as
hypotheses for reproducing both flow and tracer obser-
vations (McDonnell and Beven, 2014).
The Multiple Interacting Pathways (MIPs) model is an

exception as it represents both water flow and transport in
one coherent solution and has been shown to reproduce
both flow and transport for the small Gårdsjön catchment
in Sweden within a hypothesis testing framework, using
data collected by Allan Rodhe and others (Davies et al.,
2011, 2013). We should, of course, expect a rather
complex scale dependence of both runoff and residence
times in hillslopes and catchments because of the
nonlinear nature of the hydrological responses over
complex wetting and drying cycles. Nonetheless, in the
past, it has been suggested that catchments tend to more
linear responses at larger scales in humid catchments,
though less so in semi-arid or arid catchments (e.g.
Pilgrim, 1976; Dooge, 1986; Wood et al., 1990; Beven,
1991; Goodrich et al., 1997, Sivapalan et al., 2002).
Many catchment models take advantage of the expecta-
tion that the routing of any effective volume of hillslope
runoff in a storm will be more linear than the relationship
between the total inputs to a catchment and the runoff (as
in the models that incorporate unit hydrograph or linear
transfer function concepts).
© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
Here, we concentrate on the non-linearities and hysteresis
inherent in the response of headwater areas, as if they were
REWs in the sense of Reggiani and others. In this way we
hope to suggest what might be needed in moving towards
better closure schemes for the REW approach.
To do so, we will take a ‘virtual experiment’ approach

(of the kind taken by Weiler & McDonnell 2004) by
using the MIPs model to investigate the influence of
catchment scale on the hysteretic relationships between
water storage transport and flow. These relationships
would be difficult to study based on observational data
alone. It would be necessary to have good closure of the
water balance for nested catchments at different scales, but
which then would unavoidably each have their own unique
characteristics of topography, soils, geology and land use
(Beven, 2000), and uncertainties in each of the water
balance terms (Beven, 2010, 2012b). However, creating and
studying catchments within models negate these problems,
provided that the model is scale independent and maintains
mass balance—which MIPs do.
In what follows, the MIPs modelling concept is

described, and its use in the creation of a suite of
simulations of physically scaled catchments based on the
Gårdsjön G1 catchment in Sweden is detailed. Results
from these scaled simulations are then discussed, and the
nature of scale-related hysteresis is explored.

The MIPs model

The Multiple Interacting Pathways (MIPs) model
simulates both water flow and transport in one coherent
solution, with direct representation of a continuum of
preferential flows. This is an important departure from
current methods of hydrological flow and transport
representation where flow and transport are treated
separately (usually through bolt-on transport solutions
to continuum differential equation or storage accounting
models) leading to a loss of coherence in representation of
storage, flows and residence time. The MIPs model is also
an attempt to overcome the rudimentary way in which
preferential flows have been treated within dual-domain
solutions (see Davies et al., 2013 for a full discussion).
The MIPs model achieves simultaneous heterogeneous

flow and transport simulation through the combination of
three concepts: random particle tracking, pathway velocity
distributions and pathway exchange probabilities.
Water within the simulation is discretised into packages

or ‘particles’ whose movement is defined mechanistically
and whose position can be tracked throughout their
lifetime within the flow domain. Other particle properties
can be tracked alongside particle position, such as time of
entry, water age and source, time of exit and chemical
attributes. In this way, saturation and storage are
determined by the volume of particles within any defined
ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)
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area of the simulation domain, flow is determined by the
number of particles flowing through a surface within the
domain and transport is simulated through the analysis of
particle attributes. For example, output travel times can be
derived by examining the input time attributes of each
particle on exit, and water origin can be determined by
attributing a source label to each particle.
A continuous spectrum of preferential flow pathways

can be simulated by the MIPs model using velocity
distributions. At a given depth in the simulated soil
profile, the local mean velocity is approximately Darcian
in that it is determined by the hydraulic conductivity, the
water filled porosity and a constant local hydraulic
gradient. However, the particle velocity is sampled from
a continuous distribution of velocities around this mean,
resulting in a solution where the flux per unit area
integrates to the Darcian velocity, whilst representing
transport at a range of velocities analogous to preferential
flow features. Each particle then represents a volume of
water flowing at that velocity in that part of the flow
domain regardless of which pore spaces it is contained in.
In doing so, capillarity is neglected as only being
important to slowly flowing matrix water, and gravity is
assumed to drive the flow both vertically in the profile
and laterally downslope. In defining the velocity
distribution, we are attempting to define the range and
frequency of velocities permitted by preferential flow
structures in the soil. There is no restriction on the
velocity distribution other than it conforms to the mean
velocity determined by hydraulic conductivity, porosity
and gradient. In particular non-symmetrical or multi-
modal distributions are possible including the simple (one
parameter) exponential distributions used by Davies et al.
(2011, 2013) in previous applications to Gårdsjön.
Finally, pathway exchange probabilities determine how

the pathways interact. Probabilities determining the
likelihood of exchange between pathways can be defined
symmetrically (all pathways are equally likely to interact)
or non-symmetrically (this can be a way of introducing
capillarity effects, see Ewen, 1996) and can be based
purely on frequency or on other system states such as soil
moisture. If pathway exchange probabilities are set to
zero, the velocities may be thought of as a Lagrangian
representation of the particle velocity over its lifetime in
the domain, but this would then be difficult to relate to
any local velocity characteristics.

Applying MIPs at different spatial scales

Within this paper, 3D MIPs representations of scaled
hypothetical versions of the Gårdsjön G1 catchment are
used as ‘virtual experiments’ (in the parlance of Weiler
and McDonnell, 2004 who call for such exploratory work
in the improvement of hydrological understanding) to
© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
explore the nature of scale-dependent hysteresis on
storage–flux and storage–residence-time relationships in
a controlled and directly comparable manner.
The MIPs concept allows such an exercise, as the

concept is readily scalable. The particle tracking meth-
odology used within MIPs is largely grid-scale indepen-
dent: the grid is only used after moving the particles in a
grid-free manner at the end of each time step to determine
the local water table levels, and because the movement is
approximated by a kinematic flux relationship the local
water table position does not influence the local hydraulic
gradient.
The G1 catchment is a small (6300m2) catchment,

forested with Norway Spruce and underlain by gneissic
rock, in the Gårdsjön area near the west coast of Sweden.
The catchment has a long central valley bordered by steep
slopes. The catchment has predominantly podzolic soils,
which are generally thinner on the steep slopes and deeper
in the valley regions. The G1 catchment has been
monitored since 1988 and has been the site of numerous
manipulation experiments—many involving Allan Rodhe
(Rodhe, 1985; Nyberg et al., 1993, 1999; Rodhe et al.,
1996; Bishop et al., 2011; Seibert et al., 2011)—
including the ‘roof’ experiment where a plastic roof was
installed below the canopy to intercept natural rainfall,
below which the catchment was sprinkled with water
pumped from the nearby Gårdsjön lake. The wealth of
driving data (sprinkled fluxes) and the small nature of the
catchment makes it a good candidate for this scaling
experiment albeit that the available input data have a
limited (daily) time resolution.
The G1 catchment is virtually scaled downwards and

upwards to provide three simulation catchments of
varying scale, as shown in Figure 1. Initial representation
of the G1 catchment (G1M), in terms of both topography
and hydrological representation, is made on a 5×5m
grid. The catchment is scaled downwards to an area of
1575m2 (a quarter of the original size) using the same
topography, but changing the grid size to 2.5 ×2.5m
(denoted as G1S). Likewise the catchment is scaled
upwards to an area of 25200m2 (four times the original
size) by doubling the initial grid size to 10×10m
(denoted as G1L). For this initial investigation, the
elevations at each grid point are not changed, such that
the larger and smaller catchments also have shallower and
steeper slopes. Keeping the number of scales examined
small also keeps the computational requirements at a
manageable level, as the MIPs model is currently
computationally expensive. Each scale is run with the
same sequence of input rates.
The 3D MIPs model for the initial catchment is

defined as described in Davies et al. (2013), where the
G1 catchment-scale isotope experiment was simulated,
and as such the description of the methodology is not
ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)



Figure 1. Scaled versions of the G1 catchment at Gårdsjön used within the scaling simulations
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repeated here. The parameters of this model are based
on physically measured properties, and as such were not
calibrated.
The only changes required to make the scaled versions

of the catchment are in the definition of the grid size (as
explained above) and to the discretisation parameters. The
particle volume is scaled from 2 l in the initial catchment
to 0.5 and 8 l for the smaller and larger scale catchments,
G1S and G1M, respectively. This is done in order to keep
the number of particles entering each grid cell per mm of
rainfall the same, to ensure that effects seen in the results
are not attributable to discretisation scale change and only
attributable to catchment scale change.
It is important to note that in the simulation

experiments that follow the particles move continuously
through space with the velocity and direction assigned at
the current time step, i.e. the grid size enters into the
calculation only in the determination of a local water table
according to the total volume of particles moving laterally
within that grid square. Mass balance is maintained by
definition because all particles are accounted for. Because
of the assumption of gravity drainage according to the
local slope, there is no need to calculate a hydraulic
gradient between grid squares—the movement of each
particle is kinematic in that respect (Davies and Beven,
2012). This minimises any numerical effects of a
changing grid size.

Scaled catchment results

The three scaled models were initialised using a spin-
up period of 3 years in order to wet up the catchment.
Driving data from the G1 experimental catchment
monitoring were used in order to provide typical patterns
of wetting and drying. Following the spin-up period, the
catchments were driven with data from the G1 catchment
spanning from February 1990 to December 1993.
© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
In the results that follow, discharges, travel and
residence times and storages derived from these virtual
experiments are used to explore five assertions regarding
scale-dependent catchment response, namely that:

i. Increasing scale damps the flow response,
ii. Increasing scale intensifies storage discharge hystere-

sis,
iii. Mean output travel time scales with catchment area

systematically,
iv. The nature of input, output and storage travel and

residence time distributions is influenced by catchment
scale,

v. And water table levels exhibit hysteretic behaviour
which is influenced by catchment scale.

These are discussed in turn in the subsections that
follow.

i. Increasing scale damps flow response
Figure 2 gives the hydrographs for the scaled simula-

tions between January 1991 and 1993. Discharge is
derived in the MIPs model by counting the number of
particles exiting the catchment over a time step. It can be
seen from these hydrographs that changes in scale alone
influence the hydrological flow response, producing a
more damped response as catchment scale increases. Delay
to peak flow following a rainfall event is increased with
scale, because of greater travel distances and lower slopes
such that the magnitude of the peak flow per unit area is
reduced. Likewise, increases in travel distances and lower
slopes for propagation of saturated conditions result in
longer recessions after peak flow. There is also a minor
effect on the total specific discharge, which decreases with
catchment scale because of the longer travel times of the
water allowing further evapotranspiration. This effect will
ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)



Figure 2. Hydrographs for the scaled G1 catchments between 1991 and 1993
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be enhanced by the assumption in this study that the grid
elevations are kept constant such that average slope
decreases with scale.

ii. Increasing scale intensifies storage–discharge hysteresis
It is well known that storage regulates flux in a non-

linear fashion creating hysteresis in the storage–discharge
relationship (Beven, 2006, Zehe et al., 2007; Detty and
Figure 3. Fractional storage–discharge relationships for the three scaled catc
current storage as a fraction of the total storage. Fractional discharge is the c
relationship between catchment storage and discharge is hysteretic, i.e. that th

this was the case these relations would fall on one traje

© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
McGuire, 2010). The MIPs model produces hysteretic
behaviour as demonstrated in Figure 3 which gives the
storage–discharge relations for each catchment. To
normalise the plots between scales, fractional discharge
is plotted against fractional storage, where fractional
discharge Q(t) is the discharge volume Qv(t) expressed as
a fraction of the potential storage volume Svtotal of the
catchment:
hments between January 1991 and January 1993. Fractional storage is the
urrent discharge as a fraction of the total storage. The plots show that the
e discharge at any point in time not only depends on the current storage (if
ctory), but also on the history of wetting and drying

ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)
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Q tð Þ ¼ Qv tð Þ=Svtotal (1)

And similarly the fractional storage is the storage
volume at time t Sv(t) expressed as a fraction of the
potential storage of the catchment:

S tð Þ ¼ Sv tð Þ=Svtotal (2)

Hysteresis is evident in these plots as the fractional
storage increases on one trajectory as fractional discharge
increases following a rainfall event, and falls on a
separate trajectory as the discharge subsequently de-
creases. However, it is easier to compare hysteresis across
the three simulations by looking at smaller time slices.
Hence, to look at part of this data more closely, Figure 4

gives hydrographs and storage–discharge relations for two
sets of events in winter/spring 1991 and 1992. Events
during winter and spring are focused upon as the influence
of evapotranspiration during these periods are low,
allowing clearer interpretation of storage discharge
relationships. It can be seen most clearly in the storage–
discharge plot for the 1992 event sequence (bottom right
pane, Figure 4) that antecedent storage conditions control
the degree of hysteresis to some extent as the decline in
initial storage between similar events at the start of March
1992 and April 1992 results in greater hysteresis during the
April event when compared to the March event.
There are many reasons for storage–discharge hysteresis

occurring in catchments through the factors controlling
celerities and velocities, e.g. the effects of antecedent
conditions on the storage deficit profile for the propagation
Figure 4. Hydrographs and storage–discharge relationships (as in Figure 3) a
winter–spring 1992 (bottom panels). Arrows are give

© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
of event perturbations, the role of horizontal preferential flow
pathways and vertical fingering during wetting in bypassing
matrix storage, changes in contributing areas between
wetting and drying phases, changing flow path connectivi-
ties, and fill and spill mechanisms. In the case of the MIPs
model here, hysteresis is introduced via the representation of
preferential pathways—the fastest pathways drain first in the
drying phase, leaving water travelling in slower pathways. It
will also be a function of changes in contributing areas during
wetting and drying, i.e. the catchment flanks are more active
during wetting than in drying. Antecedent storage will
influence both of these effects as well as the deficit profile
controlling local celerities in the saturated zone.
Scale also acts as a control on storage–discharge

hysteresis. It can be seen in both of the event periods
highlighted by Figure 4 (although perhaps most clearly in
the 1991 event period) that increasing catchment scale
increases the degree of hysteresis (there is more diversion
between wetting and drying limbs in the storage-discharge
relationships). This is attributable to the longer time scales
involved in wetting and drying phases as spatial scale is
increased and, in this case, averages slopes decrease.

iii. Mean output travel time scales with catchment area
systematically
The output travel time distribution is the age distribution

of the water making up the output at any time step. With
increasing catchment size and travel pathways, it follows
that the mean output travel time τout should increase with
catchment area.
cross scales for two event periods in winter–spring 1991 (top panels) and
n in the storage–discharge plots to denote direction

ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)
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Output travel time can be dynamically calculated using
the MIPs model by examining the input times of particles
exiting the catchment within any time period. Figure 5
gives a time series of mean output travel time calculated
over a daily time period for the scaled G1 catchments.
Figure 5 shows that in the MIPs representation mean
output travel time is increased with scale, and that the
mean output travel time is non-stationary because of
changes in storage and flow conditions.
The inset in Figure 5 gives the overall mean output

travel time over 1991 and 1992 for each catchment. It can
be seen that this overall mean scales approximately as
area to the power of the third, i.e. τout / A1=3 suggesting
that mean travel times scale in a systematic manner,
displaying fractal-like behaviour.

iv. The nature of input, output and storage travel and
residence time distributions are influenced by catchment
scale
Output travel times refer to the time an exiting volume

of water has spent within the flow domain. In contrast, the
input travel time refers to the time an entering volume of
water will spend travelling in the flow domain. Input
travel time is derived in the MIPs model by examining the
output time of particles that entered the catchment during
a defined input time period.
As highlighted in Rinaldo et al 2011, the input and

output travel time distributions should not be expected to
be the same. In addition, there is storage residence time,
which is the age of the water in the flow domain at any
point in time. This can be derived in MIPs by examining
Figure 5. Daily mean output travel time for each catchment scale, with inset fi
area. The A(1/3) line is plotted alongside t

© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
the input times of water in the simulated storage volume
at any point in time.
It is to be expected that flow domain scale will

influence each of these travel and residence time
distributions. Figure 6 gives the cumulative distributions
of the input, output and storage travel and residence
times, calculated for each day in 1991 and 1992 within
the scaled MIPs simulations. As scale increases the
cumulative distributions are pushed towards the bottom
left, indicating that:

• input travel times increase with scale because of
increased pathway lengths and lower slopes;

• discharge in smaller catchments is made up of
relatively more new water and discharge in larger
catchments contains relatively more older water;

• the age distribution of the storage volume skews
towards older waters in larger catchments.

There is a large variation in the travel and residence
time distributions, particularly the output travel time
distribution. This variation is related to antecedent storage
and flow in a non-linear manner. Figure 7 illustrates how
mean output travel time varies with storage and discharge
over the first time period that was examined in relation to
storage–discharge hysteresis in Figure 4 (February to
April 1991). This time series has been split into three
event slices: a), b) and c), the travel time–discharge and
travel time–storage relations for which are given for each
event. These relationships between travel time and
storage/discharge also display hysteretic behaviour. The
gure showing overall mean output residence time plotted against catchment
he overall mean output residence time

ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)



Figure 6. Cumulative distributions of input (top row), output (middle row) and storage (bottom row) travel and residence times for G1S, G1M and G1L
for each day between January 1991 and January 1993. Mean travel and residence time distributions are shown in grey solid lines, and the 10th and 90th

percentile in dashed grey

Figure 7. The top panes focus in on the events from 20 February to 20 April 1991, giving precipitation and discharge. The event series is split into three
slices: a), b) and c). For three time slices the storage-to-mean-output-travel-time (S–τout) (middle panes) and the (lower panes) discharge-to-mean-output-
travel-time (Q–τout) relations are given. Clear hysteresis and catchment scale effects are seen in the Q–τout relations, with hysteresis increasing with scale.
The relation between S and τout is less clear. Hysteresis is displayed during events a) and c); however, there is no fixed trend with scale. In event a) the

smallest catchment produces the most hysteresis, and in event c) the largest catchment produces the most hysteresis

3611HYSTERESIS AND SCALE IN CATCHMENT STORAGE, FLOW AND TRANSPORT
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travel time–discharge relationships distinctly show hys-
teresis loops that consistently increase in magnitude with
scale. The travel time–storage relations are less clear.
There is very little hysteresis between mean residence
time and storage during event b), although the largest
catchment displays some looping. Event c) displays more
branching between wetting and drying limbs, with greater
hysteresis at larger scale again. Within event a), however,
the trend is reversed, with the G1S scale presenting the
most hysteresis.

v. Water table levels exhibit hysteretic behaviour which is
influenced by catchment scale
Hysteretic behaviour is often observed in water table

levels: water tables are observed to rise rapidly during
rainfall and recede much more slowly after cessation of
rain (e.g. Gillham, 1984; McDonnell, 1990; Vidon,
2012). Indeed, this has been observed to occur at the
G1 catchment (Seibert et al 2011).
This behaviour is also witnessed in the MIPs

simulations. Figure 8 gives the water table levels (given
in height as a fraction of total depth to bedrock) for
locations corresponding to locations of groundwater
monitoring at the G1 catchment (see Nyberg 1995).
Rapid rise and delayed recession in the water table are
particularly noticeable in GV8, GV141 and GV21 where
the response to rainfall is more ‘flashy’. Because of the
damping of response with scale, increased scale results in
Figure 8. Fractional water table heights (height as a fraction of the depth to be
Nyberg (

© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
more widespread levels of increased saturation. This
raising of the water table leads to more pronounced
responses in the more moderately saturated slopes (e.g.
GV10 and GV132), in comparison to those in the smaller
catchments.
In order to examine this behaviour across space and time

more thoroughly the difference between the mean wetting
and mean drying water table velocity is examined. The
mean water table velocity is calculated for each simulated
grid cell water table level during water table rises vrise and
falling phases vfall. These are then summed (vrise þ vfall) to
provide ameasure of the difference in rise rate to fall rate. A
positive value in vrise þ vfall denotes that, on average, the
grid cell’s water table rises more quickly than it falls. The
cumulative density function (cdf) of vrise þ vfall is plotted
in Figure 9 alongside the spatial variation in vrise þ vfall.
The cdf shows that all of the catchment simulations
produce positive values in each grid cell, indicating that
everywhere in the catchment water tables, on average,
rise faster than they fall. However, the degree to which
water tables rise faster than they recede varies across
each catchment and between catchment scales. Because
of the increased area of initial saturation at larger scales,
the water table level response to rainfall is more rapid in
the slopes, and recessions longer lived in the valley
regions, accounting for the movement of the cdf curve
to the left and a general convergence towards similar
values of vrise þ vfall across the catchment. In the smallest
drock) for scaled simulation cells corresponding to groundwater tubes as in
1995)

ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)



Figure 9. Cumulative distributions for the difference between mean water table rising velocity vrise and falling velocity vfall are shown alongside the
spatial pattern for vrise þ vfall for each catchment size
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catchment the quick draining nature of the slopes means
that water tables remain low, and the valley region is
more flashy, leading to a greater spatial difference in
vrise þ vfall.
DISCUSSION

Hysteresis concepts are not new to hillslope hydrology
but in the past have mostly been concerned with the
small-scale hysteresis in the soil moisture characteristics
within a Darcian modelling framework that includes
capillarity effects (Mualem, 1974; Jaynes, 1984; Kool and
Parker, 1987; Haverkamp et al., 2002; Huang et al.,
2005). It is worth noting in passing that the bypassing
effects associated with dynamic non-equilibrium fluxes in
unsaturated soils can similarly result in local hysteresis in
ways that cannot be directly represented by the Darcy–
Richards equation. The original experiments of Richards
were, indeed, designed to exclude the possibility of non-
equilibrium flows, although he did report on differences
in the flux relationships between wetting and drying
(Beven and Germann, 2013; Beven, 2014).
The hysteresis we consider in this paper is at the small

catchment scale, integrating over the heterogeneity in soil
properties, slope properties, length scales, convergence
and divergence. At larger scales, we may expect further
hysteresis induced by further processes such as hillslope
and stream flow connectivity (Smith et al. 2013). The
hysteresis here at these small catchment scales is
produced essentially by the difference between transport
velocities and celerities on the slopes. It can be considered
at the scale of a local calculation element, but the local
responses are conditioned by the upscale responses which
will also be a function of scale. It can also be considered
at the full catchment scale as Representative Elementary
Watersheds in the sense of Reggiani et al. (1999, 2000),
and the results presented here demonstrate the importance
of accounting for such hysteresis in REW closure
schemes, as first suggested by Beven (2006).
© 2015 The Authors. Hydrological Processes published by John Wiley & S
That is, however, easier said than done, because the
hysteresis demonstrated does not appear to be simply
structured. There are theories of hysteretic relationships that
might be invoked in representing storage–flux relationships,
but these tend to be stationary and rate independent in nature
(e.g. Krasnosel’skii and Pokrovskii,1989; Mayergoyz,
1991; as adopted in hydrology by O’Kane, 2005; O’Kane
and Flynn, 2007; and Flynn et al. 2008).
The hysteresis exhibited in the MIPs simulations of the

different scales of REW is, as might be expected, rate and
antecedent condition dependent (as was also the case in
the analysis of observed data presented by Beven, 2006).
At the scale of the small Gårdsjön catchment we have

shown how this can be modelled directly, at least under
the relatively wet gravity driven conditions of these MIPs
simulations. We have done so in a way that provides
information about the different (time variable) residence
time distributions in the system as well as the discharge
responses. That is a start but, at least for the present,
would be prohibitively expensive computationally at
larger catchment scales made up of many such REW
elements. This suggests that a summary functional
representation of the hysteretic storage–flux relationship
is needed to act as a general closure scheme for larger
scale models (see, for example Ewen and Birkenshaw,
2007). How to develop such a relationship from either
modelled or field data remains the subject of future work.
CONCLUSIONS

This exercise has demonstrated the power of the MIPs
model concept for exploring hysteretic relations at
different catchment scales as it is able to simultaneously
represent storage, flows and transport processes, includ-
ing the effects of preferential flows. The results have
demonstrated how the storage–discharge hysteresis is
antecedent wetness, rate and scale dependent in rather
complex ways at both the catchment scale and at
individual local grid elements. It has also been shown
ons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 29, 3604–3615 (2015)
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how the different forms of residence time distributions are
scale dependent and non-stationary in time. The
hypothetical simulations have been useful for exploring
these issues, and testing whether the model outputs are
consistent with our conceptual understanding. While
there have been no conceptual surprises in the results it
is clear that developing a functional representation of
the form of hysteresis that could be used in
parameterising REW closure schemes in larger catch-
ments made up of many REW elements is likely to be
challenging. The results suggest that further explorations
over larger scales, and changing topographies and
slopes would be useful.
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